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Abstract—Binary and multilevel phase-only sampling functions are proposed for the sampled fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs)
with high channel count, which require significantly less refractive-index modulation than that does the sampled grating
with amplitude sampling. The design using the new simulated
quenching optimization with temperature rescaling results in
high channel uniformity and minimum energy in the out-of-band
channels. The technique can be applied to the sampled FBGs with
very high channel count. A five-channel nonlinearly chirped multilevel phase-only sampled FBG for tunable chromatic dispersion
compensation is demonstrated.
Index Terms—Dammann grating, dispersion compensation,
fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs), phase mask, wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTICHANNEL fiber Bragg grating (FBG) naturally
attracts great interest in the dense-wavelength-division-multiplexed (DWDM) systems. A single-sampled FBG
can show high performance in the operation for filtering or for
chromatic disperion compensation simultaneously in multiple
channels, which fit to the ITU grid [1]–[9]. The sampled grating
was originally proposed for multichannel semiconductor laser
[10]. The most straightforward sampling function is a periodic
sequence of rectangular functions. In spectral domain, the
rectangular sampling function corresponds to a sinc envelope,
which modulates the amplitudes of the multiple channels,
resulting in a high channel nonuniformity. The sinc sampling
[3] can overcome the nonuniformity problem. However, the
sinc-sampled FBG fabrication requires a precise control of both
amplitude and phase in the grating, which is very difficult in the
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phase mask side-writing approach. Although the continuouswriting approach [3] can fabricate the sinc sampled FBG, the
implementation of the exact sinc sidelobes in each sampling
period at precise locations is a significant challenge.
The inherent problem of both rect- and sinc-amplitude sampling is that the regions between two consecutive samples in the
fiber are not written with gratings and therefore have no contribution to the grating reflection. This leads to a requirement
for an unrealistically high index modulation in the fiber for the
sampled FBG with a high channel count . For the best use of
the fiber photosensitity, a method with overwriting the gratings
of different central wavelengths in the same length of fiber [8],
[9] was proposed. However, exact matching the channel central wavelengths to the ITU grid is a challenge, and the writing
time for gratings of high channel count is too long to be acceptable. Buryak et al. [4], [20] proposed a multichannel grating
design, which uses a summation of equally frequency-spaced
single channel gratings with different relative phases. A variational optimization method is used to minimize the required
maximum index modulation in order to achieve the theoret. The resultant grating contains however fast
ical limit of
, which is diffivarying envelop of the index modulation
cult to implement with the phase mask side-writing technique.
In this paper, we propose the phase-only sampling function,
which produces a high channel count and a good channel uniformity, and the phase-only sampled FBG requires the same
apodization curve as that for the single-channel FBG. We show
that the maximum refractive-index modulation required for a
times higher than that
sampled FBG with channels is
for the single-channel grating, where is the diffraction efficiency of the periodic sampling function. In addition, we show
that multilevel phase sampling permits an effective suppression
of out-of-band channels. We use the new simulated quenching
optimization in the design of the phase-only sampling function
to achieve much lower cost function value than that obtained
from the conventional simulated annealing optimization. The
detailed theory, design, optimization, and fabrication processes
are described. A multilevel-phase sampled nonlinearly chirped
FBG for tunable dispersion compensation [5] is designed and
fabricated and demonstrates a good performance.
II. SAMPLED FBG THEORY
The sampled FBG is a grating whose profile is modulated
. The effecalong the fiber by a periodic sampling function
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tive refractive index of a generic sampled FBG can be expressed
as

(1)
is the average refractive index of the fiber core, is
where
the position along the grating, and a single-channel seed grating
, central pitch
is with the maximum index modulation
, and the residual phase
, which describes chirp of the
grating. The sampling function also can be chirped in some
cases, such as the sampled FBG for compensating the residual
dispersion slope [8]. However, only periodic sampling functions
are considered in this paper. We express the periodic sampling
in the Fourier series
function
(2)
is the complex-valued Fourier coefficient. Then, the
where
refractive-index modulation of the sampled FBG is rewritten as

(3)
is the phase of
. Substituting (3) into the conwhere
ventional coupled-mode equations and taking into account only
two counterpropagating modes for the reflecting FBG, we obtain [12]

(4)
is the coupling coefficient of the
where
is the detuning, and
seed grating,
and
represent the forward- and backward-mode amplitude, respectively. The coupled-mode equation (4) show that the
forward and backward modes are coupled by an infinite series
as
of multiple gratings with the same pitch and chirp
that of the seed grating. Only the strength of the th grating is
. In fact, the number of multiple gratings is
reduced to
, which are
equal to the number of the Fourier coefficients
significantly different from zero and can be determined in the
sampling function design. Apart from the strength, the reflection spectrum of each of the multiple gratings is identical to that
of the seed grating with the central wavelength determined by
the phase matching condition
(5)
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so that the neighboring channel spacing is
. Note
of the Fourier coefficient
is independent
that the phase
of . This constant phase in each component grating does not
affect channel performance but provides free parameters useful
for optimizing the sampling function [4], [6], [20].
No additional approximation is required in the sampled
FBG theory, except the basic assumption in the coupled-mode
equations for the slow variation of the mode amplitude envelop,
which permits neglecting the second-order derivative in the
wave equation. With a further weak grating approximation neglecting the squared local reflectivity, the grating spectrum can
be approximated by the Fourier transform of the grating profile.
With this approximation, the spectrum of the sampled FBG
becomes a convolution between the seed grating spectrum and
the Fourier transform of the sampling function, which is a comb
function, resulting in multiple identical channels. However, the
latter approximation is not required in the sampled FBG theory,
in which the seed grating spectrum is computed not with the
Fourier transform, but with the coupled-mode equations.
III. DESIGN SAMPLING FUNCTION
When the spectral passband of the seed grating is narrower
than the channel spacing and there is no channel overlap, the
sampling function is designed in general independently of the
seed grating. This approach is valid for the seed gratings with
smooth amplitude and phase profile, such as uniform or chirped
FBGs. Note that when the seed gratings contain abrupt phase
jumps, such as zero-dispersion filter and third-order dispersion
compensators, the periodic sampling function approach can fail
because of the channel spectrum distortion, as observed in [4],
[20].
The figures of merit for the sampling function are
with
1) equal Fourier coefficient amplitudes
for a given channel number ;
2) high-channel-count , which is desirable in many cases;
, because for a given
3) as high as possible values of
required strength of the multiple gratings the higher value
, the lower value of , and the lower maximum
of
index modulation requirement.
There is an analogy between the periodic sampling function
and the spatial diffractive optics element. Designing a sampling
function is equivalent to design a spot-array generator in Fourier
optics, which is a computer-generated diffractive grating generating a number of equal spaced and equal intensity spots in the
far field of diffraction. In this case, the diffracted spot intensities
are equal to the squared Fourier coefficients of the diffractive
grating. Their sum is referred to as the diffraction efficiency
(6)
.
We write the sampling function of period

as
(7)

is the sampling function in one period and
is
where
the convolution. The sampling period is determined by the
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required neighboring channel spacing, which is, according to
in wavenumber and is
in
(5),
is the effective group velocity. Thus, for a
frequency, where
, the
sampled FBG at central wavelength 1550 nm and
100-GHz channel spacing corresponds to the sampling period
1 mm. The 50-GHz channel spacing corresponds to
2 mm approximately.
A. Amplitude Sampling Function
The first sampled FBG [2] used an intuitive rectangle samas,
, where
pling function of width
is the grating burst length within the period . The Fourier
is a comb function with the interval
in
transform of
. The ensemble
the “spatial frequency” domain
,
of channels are modulated by an envelop
. The channels are highly
which is the Fourier transform of
nonuniform. A uniform comb of channels can be generated by a
. Now the ensinc-sampling function [3],
of the
semble of channels are modulated by
, in which there are channels with equal spacing
width
and equal amplitude.
of
The main drawback of the rect- and sinc-amplitude modulation sampling function is the low diffraction efficiency: In the
, which reduces the
sinc sampling, for instance,
. The maxstrength of the multiple gratings by a factor of
imum index modulation in the sampled FBG must be times
higher than that in the single-channel grating. For a high channel
, this required high index modulation in the fiber
counts
can becomes difficult or impossible to achieve, due to the material limit of the maximum achievable photoinduced refractive
index change. This inherent problem of the amplitude sampling
is due to the absence of grating, which could contribute to the reflection, in the large fraction of the sampling period. The amplitude sampling functions are equivalent to amplitude spatial gratings, which contain large portions of opaque regions and therefore result in low diffraction efficiency. The “unused” portions
of the FBG were proposed to be overwritten with additional interleaved sets of amplitude sampling functions and thereby obtain interleaved groups of channels [8].
B. Phase-Only Sampling Function
The phase-only sampling functions have high diffraction efficiencies. The phase-only sampling function is equivalent to the
phase-only holograms in the Fourier optics, which do not absorb the incident beam. The theoretical maximum diffraction
efficiency is 82% for a binary phase spot generator, and 99%,
for a 16-phase-levels grating [21], but only 10% for a binary
amplitude grating.
Some authors [4], [14] proposed a linear combination of a
set of phase-only functions as the sampling function. Variational analysis was used to optimize different relative phases
introduced to the component phase-only functions in order to
achieve high diffraction efficiency. The resulting sampling function however is not itself a phase-only function, but includes
amplitude modulation, which needs to be implemented in each
sampling period ( 1 mm for 100- GHz channel spacing) when
writing the FBG. We propose the phase-only sampling function,
which does not require additional amplitude apodization in each
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sampling period ( 1 mm) and is easier to implement with the
phase mask side-writing method. The sampling function can be
designed with downhill, gradient-descent, and other nonlinear
optimization methods. We use the simulated annealing to design
the phase-only sampling functions in this paper. Our approach
results in high channel count, high channel uniformity, and high
diffraction efficiency.
When all the Fourier coefficients have the equal amplitude,
we have from (6) with the diffraction efficiency
(8)
. According to (4), the coupling coefficient
for
for each of the multiple gratings becomes
(9)
Therefore, for a given reflectivity, the maximum index moduchanlation required for the phase-only sampled FBG with
times of that of the seed grating, rather than
nels is
times required with sinc-amplitude sampling. For
and
, only seven times higher maximum index modulation
is required in the 40-channel phase-only sampled FBG.
C. Dammann Sampling Function
The Dammann grating [15] is a binary phase-only grating,
which generates an array of light spots with equal spacing and
equal intensity. For implementation of the Dammann sampling
FBG, a number of phase shifts must be inserted within the
0.5 m and wavesampling period. For an FBG of period
1550 nm, a phase shift corresponds to a spatial
length
shift of approximately 250 nm in the FBG, which can be obtained by inserting the same spatial shifts in the phase mask
[16]. In our design of Dammann grating, we try to minimize
the number of the phase shifts. That could facilitate the mask
fabrication and diminish stitching errors and other errors in the
phase mask.
is a binary
The Dammann sampling function
phase-only function that contains alternative phase segments
of 0 and (or 1 and 1 in amplitude) of varying segment
lengths in each sampling period, as expressed by
(10)
and
with
denote the phase
where
are
transition point positions. The Fourier coefficients of
given as

for

(11)
for

(12)

,
When the required number of channels is odd
designing the Dammann sampling function is to determine a
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Fig. 1. Fourier analysis of a seven-channel binary-phase-only sampling function.

set of

with

, such that a set of
equation
are satisfied. Usually, one
sets the number of unknown transition points equal to number
. However, there are
sets of equaof equations
to or . Using the
tions, when altering the sign of each
nonlinear optimization, we can look for a set of solutions that
minimizes the cost function, such that the diffraction efficiency
is maximum and the differences among
are minimum. In the conventional design of Dammann grating,
the period is mirror symmetric with respect to the center of the
period, so that the spot array is also symmetric. Then, we have
equations instead of
equations, and we can dea set of
unknown transition points in the half period. The
termine
.
physical transition point number in the entire period is still
In order to reduce the number of the transition points in the
sampled FBG, we give up the symmetry of the sampling function and perform the nonsymmetric grating design with a min. In this case, the
imum number of transition points
set of solutions are overdetermined. The nonlinear optimization
permits the overdetermined optimal solutions, which minimize
the cost function. In the design results shown subsequently, we
phase transitions for
channels and
used
for
channels, which are significantly less than
for
and
for
required in the conventional
symmetrical Dammann gratings.
, we have to
However, for even number channels
still use the transition symmetry of the sampling period such
that

for

(13)

for

(14)

and

The property of the Fourier transform ensures removal of all the
even diffracted orders and the keeping of only odd orders, resulting in an even number of channels [17], [19]. As the even
diffracted orders are absent, the remaining interleaving channel
spacing is twice as large as that for odd channel number. Thus,
to obtain even channel sampled FBG with 100-GHz channel
spacing, for instance, the sampling period should be 2 mm approximately.
D. Simulated Quenching Optimization
Simulated annealing is a recursive Metropolis algorithm to
reduce a cost function with a progressively decreasing control
parameter called temperature . The cost function is defined as

(15)
where is the target diffraction efficiency. First, an initial solution for a set of transition point positions with
is chosen randomly. The cost function is evaluated using (11),
(12), and (15). Then, each of is shifted randomly with a uniin the iteration
form density of probability. If a move of
, the
leads to a decrease of the cost
is accepted. Otherwise, if
, the new
is still
new
accepted with a probability
(16)
The simulated annealing is based on an analogy with statistical
mechanics. The acceptance probability defined in (16) is such
that the Gibbs–Boltzman probability distribution for thermal
equilibrium of the ensemble of solutions is maintained before
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Fig. 2. Nine-channel binary-phase-only sampling function and its Fourier
transform.

and after the acceptance of the new solution. When the simulated annealing is modeled mathematically as a homogeneous
Markov chain, it can be proved that the simulated annealing
could lead to a globally optimal solution, provided that the temperature decreases sufficiently slowly and at each temperature a
sufficiently large number of the Metropolis steps are executed.
In practice, however, the exponential cooling rate
(17)
is widely used, where is a positive constant, is the number of
the Metropolis step, is the dimension of the space of the parameters to be optimized, and is a quenching factor. When
is large, the cooling schedule (17) is too slow with the quenching
. Usually one uses
, which leads to
factor
a fast quenching instead of annealing, resulting in a local minimum of the cost function. The difficulty of the simulated annealing is that, in the end of the optimization process when the
is close to zero, the probability
for accepting new
is very small, so that the process
uphill transitions
can stagnate to a local minimum of the cost function.
In our design, we use the novel simulated quenching with
temperature rescaling process [18], in which the is decreased
. But at each end of the
with a high quenching factor

Fig. 3. Sixteen-channel binary-phase-only sampling function and its Fourier
transform.

quenching process, the temperature is rescaled according to the
ensemble statistic parameters of the system as
rescale

(18)

and
are the mean and variance of the cost funcwhere
tion, respectively, evaluated in the quenching process approxiis the
mately when the system is close to the frozen state, and
local minimum cost achieved in the end of a quenching process.
The temperature recalling brings the system back from a frozen
imperfect state with a local minimum of cost to a dynamic state
in a Boltzman heat bath in thermal equilibrium. Our experiments showed [18] that the consecutive new quenching brings
the system to a new solution with a lower cost. The quenching
and recalling processes continue iteratively until a much lower
cost function is achieved.
A variety of designs were completed for the Dammann
sampling FBGs. We illustrate the Fourier analysis of a
seven-channel binary-phase sampled FBG in Fig. 1. The
FBGs of 9, 16, and 39 channels are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and
4, respectively. For convenience, the period of the sampling
function is normalized to one, so that all the transition points
lie between 0 and 1. The diffraction efficiencies obtained in the
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Fig. 4. Thirty-nine-channel binary-phase-only sampling function and its
Fourier transform.
TABLE I
BINARY PHASE TRANSITION POINTS FOR 9-, 16-, AND
39-CHANNEL DAMMANN SAMPLING FUNCTIONS

optimization with the simulated quenching are 78%, 82%, and
81% for the three designs, respectively. Nonuniformity of the
channel intensity in each case is less than 2%. Note that in the
16-channel grating, the alternated channels are suppressed to
zero through the entire wavelength span. The phase-transition
data of the 9, 16, and 39 channel’s designs are given in Table I.
phase
To verify the accomplished designs, the required
transitions of the Dammann sampling function were inserted
into a single-channel FBG. Then, the reflection spectrum of the
sampled FBG was computed with the FBG analysis transfer
matrix method. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The reflection

Fig. 5. Calculated reflection spectrum of the Dammann binary-phase-only
sampled FBGs for (a) 9 channels, (b) 16 channels, and (c) 39 channels, with
0.8-nm channel spacing.

spectra of these gratings closely agree with what expected for
the sampled FBG and with high uniformity over the channels.
The diffraction efficiency of the binary phase Dammann sampling function is typically about 80% [19]. Nearly 20% of the
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Fig. 6. Five-channel multilevel-phase-only sampling function and its Fourier
transform.

power reflected by the sampled FBG goes to the channels in
out-of-band, so that the Dammann sampling can be used only
to the applications, which do not require suppression of the
out-of-band channels to zero reflectivity.

Fig. 7. Nine-channel multilevel-phase-only sampling function and its Fourier
transform.

(0,

). Its Fourier transform is

E. Multilevel Phase Sampling Function
The multilevel phase sampling can achieve much higher
diffraction efficiency and higher channel counts than that the
Dammann sampling does, so that the out-of-band channels
can be minimized. However, the multilevel phase sampling is
realizable only when one is able to implement multilevel phase
shifts in the phase mask. In the multilevel phase sampling, we
let the phase transition points uniformly distributed within the
sampling period . Hence, the sampling function is of

(19)
with the equally spaced

and the phase shift

in the range

for

(20)
for

(21)

When the number of phase segments is large enough, both the
in-band diffraction efficiency and the channel count can be high.
We used the same simulated quenching algorithm as that used
for Dammann sampling to the design of the multilevel phase
sampling function. The parameters to be optimized here are the
, whose values varies continuset of phases for
ously (128 phase levels) within (0, ). Typical designs for fiveand nine-channel sampling functions are shown in Figs. 6 and
7, respectively, where each sampling period was divided into
60 segments. The diffraction efficiency obtained was 92% and
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Fig. 8. Synthesized single-channel nonlinearly chirped FBG. (a) Apodization curve. (b) Grating chirp detuning. (c) Reflection and group-delay spectrum.
(d) Dispersion spectrum.

96%, respectively. The nonuniformities of the in-band channel
intensities were less than 0.1%.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A five-channel phase-only sampled nonlinearly chirped FBG
for tunable dispersion compensation was designed and fabricated. First, a single-channel nonlinearly chirped seed grating
was designed using the layer-peeling synthesis algorithm [13].
The grating is designed to have a length of 10.1cm and to provide a quadratic group delay as
(22)
where the second- and third-order dispersion coefficient
1020 ps/nm and
4000 ps/nm and
is the detuning
from the central wavelength. The synthesized grating and its
calculated reflection spectrum are shown in Fig. 8. Then, we
multipled the seed grating by the multiple phase level sampling
1 mm. Using the
function shown in Fig. 6 with the period
conventional FBG analysis codes, we found that this sampled
grating generates five channels with the wavelength spacing of
0.8 nm and with nearly identical reflectivity, group delay, and
dispersion spectrum, as shown in Fig. 9. Note that this design

method can be easily extended to the sampled FBGs with up to
40 channels covering the whole or band in DWDM.
Next, the phase-only sampling function and the nonlinear
chirp
of
the
seed
grating
were
encoded into the grating, whose local period becomes
(23)
is the
where is the central pitch and
local phase, as defined in (1) and (12). There are two approaches
. Ideally, one can change every period of
to implement
the grating. In this case, the phase mask must be written with the
required accuracy and written continuously without stitching.
One can also divide the entire grating into a large number of
steps. Each step is considered as a uniform grating with the local
. The latter approach is an extension of the
average period
conventional step chirped grating to the sampled and chirped
grating. We used the former approach. The phase mask is designed and fabricated with a special “stitch-error-free” lithography tool.
The sampled FBG was written with the side-writing technique. The ultraviolet (UV) source is a 100-mW 244-nm Argon
intracavity frequency doubled laser with a beam size about 1
mm. The fiber-to-phase mask spacing was tens of micrometers.
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TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE FABRICATED FIVE-CHANNEL NONLINEARLY CHIRPED GRATING

Fig. 10. Measured results of five-channel nonlinearly chirped FBG.
(a) Reflection and group-delay spectrum. (b) Dispersion spectrum.
Fig. 9. Design of a five-channel nonlinearly chirped FBG using multilevel
phase-only sampling function. (a) Reflection and group-delay spectrum.
(b) Dispersion spectrum.

The apodization was controlled by wiggling the phase mask.
The phase mask was clamped on a piezo stage, which is a capac1-nm repeataitive sensor feedback-controlled device with
bility and 0.05- nm resolution. Varying the dither amplitude of
the piezo stage, while the focused UV beam is scanning along
the fiber at a constant speed, changes the fringe visibility along
the grating. When the mask is dithered at a half of grating period,
for instance, the grating fringes would be erased completely. The
dithering amplitude curve was determined according to the required apodization by a sinc fitting.
The measured results on the fabricated FBG are shown in
Fig. 10 and are listed in Table II. The time delay curve was
measured using a HP86037A chromatic dispersion test system.
The grating strength is about 5.2 dB (70% reflectivity). The

delay curve is fit by a quadratic curve fitting in each channel. It
can be seen that the reflection amplitude ripple for all the five
channels are less than 1 dB, and the p–p group-delay ripple is
around 25 ps. The experimental results agree with the design
data, except the dispersion slope about 5000 ps nm is somewhat larger than the expected 4000 ps nm , and the bandwidth a bit narrower. The channel reflectivity, bandwidth, and
dispersion spectrum are fairly uniform over the five channels.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented the theory for the sampled FBG and demonstrated that a sampled FBG of channels would require
times higher maximum reflective index modulation than that of
the single-channel FBG. We propose the phase-only sampling
which results in the maximum diffraction efficiency . We have
shown detailed designs for two types of phase-only sampling
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functions: binary-phase Dammann sampling and multilevel
phase sampling using the simulated quenching optimization with
temperature rescaling. We haveshown the asymmetric Dammann
sampling function design, which requires a minimum number
of phase transition points. We have shown that the multilevel
phase-only sampling function can maximize the diffraction
efficiency and minimize the out-of-band channels energy. We
demonstrated experimentally a five-channel multilevel phase
sampled nonlinearly chirped FBG for the tunable dispersion
compensation. The grating specifications measured for the
fabricated FBG agree well with the theoretical design. The design
and fabrication techniques can be easily extended to very high
channel counts ( 45 channels).
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